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Context and Demographics

The Hort Woods Preschool is located in a suburban college town. The two-story, 

24,000 square foot preschool serves 200 children ranging from 6 weeks old to 5 years 

old. It is located on the perimeter of a large state university adjacent to Hort Woods, a 

wooded area that predates the university. Hort Woods aligns its calendar with the 

university’s academic calendar, so the school year runs from the end of August through 

the beginning of May. A summer program is also offered during the remaining months 

of the year. The center is open from 8:00 a.m. until 3:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. 

The classrooms and outdoor areas are designed for mixed age groups. The first floor has 

10 infant and toddler classrooms for children ages 6 weeks to 3 years old and the 

second floor has 10 preschool classrooms for children's ages 3 years to 5 years old. 

Children transition from an infant and toddler class to a preschool class on their third 

birthday. However, the transition process beings much before their birthday by slowly 

spending more time each day in the preschool class and less time in the infant and 

toddle class. The mixed age groupings help make this transition easier because it 

provides younger children with role models and peer support. Additionally, the older 

children have the opportunity to care for and help the younger children.

The students that attend the preschool are mostly from upper-middle class 

families. In general, the community as a whole highly values education. Many of the 

children’s families attend the university and work as professors and researchers. There 

is a big Asian culture in the community. Out of the 16 children in this preschool class, 

three speak Cantonese, one speaks Mandarin, and one speaks Japanese. The school, 

which uses the Creative Curriculum, values family participation and, therefore, 
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encourages families to share their cultures and practices with the students in the class. 

Having these partnerships with families is one of the five key principles of the Creative 

Curriculum. In order “[t]o ensure continuity and give meaning to what is learned at 

school, teachers must become very familiar with children’s everyday lives” (Research 

Foundations, 2010, p. 9). Teachers build positive, respectful relationships with families 

and maintain consistent communication to close the gap between school life and home 

life.

Curriculum Approaches

In addition to using the Creative Curriculum, the Hort Woods Preschool is also 

inspired by the Reggio Emilia approach. Teachers hold the belief that children have “an 

innate desire to discover, learn, and make sense of the world” (Hewett, 2001, p. 96). 

The center uses the emergent curriculum approach to planning and implementing 

curriculum. According to this approach, curriculum is “coconstructed by the children 

and the adults and the environment itself” (Jones, 2012, p. 67). Teachers use the needs 

and interests of their students to develop and execute curriculum and instruction that is 

relevant, meaningful, developmentally appropriate, and exciting for children. Children 

are actively involved in their learning and teachers develop curriculum and activities to 

support and extend on their interests, knowledge, and skills. Teachers “play an active 

role in providing [children] with the provocations and tools necessary to achieve [their] 

personal goals and advance [their] mental functioning” (Hewett, 2001, p. 97). 

While the preschool mostly draws upon the Creative Curriculum for assessment, 

various components of the curriculum are seen in the classroom as well. The teachers 

promote learning through exploration and discovery by providing children with 
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opportunities to apply their knowledge and skills in real-life situations, which is a key 

characteristic of the Creative Curriculum. Additionally, the teachers in this classroom 

encourage “children to develop confidence, creativity, and lifelong critical thinking 

skills” (Teachingstrategies.com). The teachers in the classroom also use the five 

principles that lay the foundation for the Creative Curriculum, which including the 

following:

 Positive interactions and relationships with adults provide a critical 

foundation for successful learning.

 Social-emotional competence is a significant factor in school success.

 Constructive, purposeful play supports essential learning.

 The physical environment affects the type and quality of learning 

interactions.

 Teacher-family partnerships promote development and learning. (Research 

Foundations, 2010, p. 2)

Classroom Setup

This general education preschool classroom consists of 16 children between the 

ages of 3 and 5 years old. There are three classroom teachers and work together as a 

team. The rectangular classroom is natural and cozy. Consistent with research on the 

Reggio Emilia approach, the classroom is not “saturated with colour but [i]s slightly 

‘bare’ so that the best balance is reached when the space in inhabited” (as cited in 

Community Products(UK) Limited, 2012, p. 20). Rather, nature is incorporated in the 

classroom through the three large floor-to-ceiling windows that fill the space with 

natural light and obscure the boundary between the classroom and the outside world. 
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The light, earthy green walls are refreshing, soothing, and peaceful. Furniture is 

child-sized and all materials are easily accessible for children ages 3 through 5 years 

old. This reduces stress and fosters a sense of autonomy and independence. Wood floors 

and furniture add to the natural, tranquil ambiance and create balance in the classroom 

by neutralizing the “[m]any toys and materials [that] are in the bold and primary color 

palette” (Pardee, 2006, p. 22). This enables toys to stand out against the wood without 

creating “chaos and a visually over stimulating environment” (Pardee, 2005, p. 22). 

The teachers work hard to foster a sense of community. According to John 

Dewey, “the classroom [should] be organized as a community in which children learn in 

collaboration with each other and their teachers” (Research Foundations, 2010, p. 2). To 

create a sense of community, children must be able to be fully engaged without 

distractions. Therefore, interest areas that support children’s learning and development 

across the 38 objectives of the Creative Curriculum are carefully and thoughtfully 

executed. Active and noisy play areas are positioned away from quiet and independent 

activities. The interest areas in the classroom include block area; dramatic play; 

movement, music, and gross motor; listening; quiet space for resting and resting; 

writing nook; science, discovery, and exploration; sand and water table; art area; light 

table; and math, numbers, and manipulatives.

Weekly Schedule

Monday Movie

Tuesday Theatre

Wednesday Stories with the librarian

Thursday Nature Walk in Hort Woods
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Friday Mystery Reader

The weekly schedule features one special event for all five days of the week. On 

Monday, the class watches a short film that is related to the current topic of study. 

During this time, the three teachers have a quick curriculum meeting to review their 

plans for the week. On Tuesday, a senior volunteer visits the classroom for theatre 

instruction. Students that are interested can rehearse short plays and perform them for 

the class. On Wednesday, a librarian from the university library comes in to read stories 

to the children. On Thursdays, weather permitting, the class enjoys a nature walk 

through the Hort Woods Forest. The forest is just on the other side of the outdoor play 

space. On Friday, one students’ family comes in to read the class a story. However, the 

reader is a surprise to all the children!

Daily Schedule

8:00 Arrival: Free choice activities, breakfast is offered

8:30 Morning Gathering/Meeting

8:40 Small Group Instructional Activities/Free Choice Activities

10:10 Outdoor Activities

11:35 Music/Story (while lunch is prepared)

11:45 Lunch

12:15 Quiet Time/Rest Time

1:00 Quiet Activities Begin for Non-sleepers

1:30 Afternoon Gathering/Meeting

1:00                    Free Choice Activities

3:00 End of the Day Gathering/Goodbye Meeting
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3:30 End of the School Day

In addition to creating a safe, stimulating, and supportive learning environment, 

teachers have organized the daily schedule to meet the developmental needs to the 

students. The daily schedule is arranged “to allow for periods of alternating active and 

quiet time, adequate nutrition, and” rest time (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009, p. 153). This 

is important to ensure that children are able to transition smoothly from on activity to 

the next and don’t “become overtired and overstimulated” (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009, 

p. 153). Also, teachers were certain to “allocate extended time periods in learning 

centers… so that children are able to get deeply involved in an activity and sustain 

dramatic play, construction, and other activities at a complex level” (Copple & 

Bredekamp, 2009, p. 153). The daily schedule gives children more than 60 minutes at a 

time of free choice activities and outdoor play. 

Dramatic Play

The dramatic play area is usually open once every day during free choice 

activities. Children have about 90 minutes of free choice, which is enough time to get 

“deep[ly] involve[d] without distraction” (Klein, Wirth, & Linas, 2003, p. 30).Dramatic 

play is an important activity in the classroom because, “[d]uring the preschool years, 

children truly come into their own as social beings” (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009, p. 

120). Engaging in pretend play, with appropriate teacher support, enhances children’s 

social and emotional competence. Social-emotional competence is one of the five 

principles of the Creative Curriculum. 

“Planning for play doesn’t begin with a project, in which teachers set the 

direction and sometimes, in their enthusiasm, take over” (Jones & Reynolds, 2015, p. 
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94). Rather, teachers and students work collaboratively. The dramatic play theme 

changes as the students’ interests change. Materials are rotated in and out to support 

new themes. Students play an active role in choosing themes and designing the space 

and materials, which results in active engagement and intrinsic motivation. Teachers 

encourage students’ participation in this process “so that the children will finding 

interesting, stimulating, meaningful, and challenging things to do” (Neilson, 2006, p. 

2006, p. 15) while engaging in pretend play. 

Pretend play encourages “children to corroborate, question, experiment, and 

stretch their understanding of the world and their places in it” (Van Hoorn et al., 2015, 

p. 109). Therefore, although it may not look like it, teachers play an important role in 

the dramatic play area. In addition to gathering materials and setting the stage for play, 

teachers are continuously observing the children as they explore and experiment. 

Teachers only interrupt play to intervene or to scaffold. When appropriate, teachers ask 

children open-ended questions to asses their understanding and to determine the 

instruction or guidance they may need to get to the next level. Teachers may also act as 

a peacekeeper and step in to “help children resolve conflicts that occur in their play” 

(Van Hoorn et al., 2015, p. 113). The last way teachers will enter children’s play is 

when a student experiences difficulty entering a play situation. In that case, the teacher 

will act as the “Guardian of the Gate” to help a student “gain entry to ongoing play 

without disrupting [the] already-established” (Van Hoorn et al., 2015, p. 115) play by 

suggesting a new role. 

The most important role teachers have in the dramatic play area is to scaffold 

children’s learning. According to Lev Vygotsky, scaffolding is the “process of helping a 
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child build knowledge and understanding” (Research Foundations, 2010, p. 2). Teachers 

observe children as they play and step in when they see an opportunity to extend 

children's learning. Scaffolding during pretend play is a great way to children with 

individualized instruction that is tailored to their unique set of knowledge and skills.
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